Simple operation, ready for immediate use.
Check the current status and weather information simply by launching the app.

High-definition, realtime weather information.
High-definition weather information updated every minute.

Support for multiple devices.
Access weather information anywhere, anytime from your computer, smartphone or tablet.

Cloud Service.
Our service requires no user supplied servers, saving time and expense.

Weather information distribution service.

Flow to service introduction.

1. Apply for service and receive license key/temporary password.
2. Access service to verify membership and register account.
3. Login and begin using service.
Check local weather information anytime, anywhere!

**Realtime display**
6 levels of precipitation intensity displayed in different colors. Mesh size can be customized for each user on first launch.

**Past, Present And Forecast Display**
Forecast up to 30 minutes ahead, in 1 minute intervals. Check transition of weather information simply by moving the slider.

**Spot registration**
Register any location by specifying a point on the map or searching latitude and longitude. Registered location can be synchronized on your computer ⇨ smartphone ⇨ tablet.

**Precipitation Display**
Check accumulated rainfall at registered location for the past 72 hours, and rainfall for every 10 minutes/1 hour.

**Alert Delivery**
Receive an alert email when a rainfall approaches the registered location or when the accumulated rainfall exceeds a certain standard.

**Supported OS**
- Windows 10 or Higher / Mac OS 10.13 or Higher
- iOS 11 or Higher / Android OS 7.0 or Higher

---

**Beware of similar products**
All brand and product names are registered trademarks, trademarks or service marks of their respective holders.

**SPECIFICATIONS SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE**

---

Click here for details

---

This service is developed and operated by MTI Ltd.